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Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) after thoracic

surgery is increasingly important due to steadily improving

survival and better clinical outcomes after treatment for

early-stage lung cancer. The recent article by Avery and

colleagues1 describes HRQOL in patients undergoing

video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) for lung

cancer in a single UK center. This prospective, longitudinal

study is one of the few to use validated, disease-specific

survey instruments to study this population.2,3 Until the

results of the UK-based VIOLET trial (comparing the

impact of VIdeo assisted thoracoscopic lobectomy versus

conventional Open LobEcTomy) are available,4 this study

provides the most contemporary information on HRQOL

trajectory after lung cancer surgery. Importantly, the

authors show HRQOL continues to suffer and residual

symptoms persist at 1 year after minimally invasive lung

cancer surgery. These findings demonstrate the need for

longitudinal measurement of postoperative patient-reported

outcomes (PROs) in order to (1) provide an adjunct to

traditional clinical outcomes as measures of quality, and

(2) improve symptom management in routine clinical

practice. Given the heterogeneity of international guideli-

nes regarding the optimal follow-up schedule and duration

after thoracic surgery,5 electronic PRO (ePRO) platforms

that automatically deliver PRO surveys to patients at home

and alert providers for concerning responses may serve to

effectively monitor patients beyond the standard post-sur-

gical follow-up periods.6

From the article by Avery and colleagues, we now have

evidence that collecting HRQOL data is feasible before and

after lung cancer resection. The trajectory of HRQOL

allows us to broaden understanding of treatment effects on

patients, enabling an informed shared preoperative deci-

sion-making process. Of note, the authors achieved

impressively high survey response rates, perhaps owing to

their status as a pioneering enhanced recovery after surgery

(ERAS) programme center. Engaging clinicians and inte-

grating ePRO platforms into current clinical workflows

such as ERAS has already been demonstrated to be a

critical aspect of the success of routine collection of PROs7

and may promote the use of ePROs in reducing postoper-

ative symptom burden.8 Indeed, there was a very low

attrition rate from the study (76.6% of patients returned

their 12-month questionnaire), suggesting that the longi-

tudinal collection of perioperative PROs is possible.

These findings demonstrate the critical need to develop

programs to pre-emptively address symptom burden and

QOL deficits in lung resection patients. In the last decades,

there has been growing interest in the measurement of

PROs and their integration into electronic health records

for use in clinical care improvement,9 as well as in quality

improvement databases as metrics of performance. Symp-

tom monitoring during cancer treatment via web-based

ePROs has been demonstrated to lengthen survival,10

leading to implementation of ePRO systems in many

oncological settings and pilot trials in the surgical field.11
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Despite the potential benefits of integrating ePROs into

routine clinical care, there are clear barriers that need to be

overcome, and several international societies have released

guidance to address these.12,13 However, in the last

6 months, the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pan-

demic has revolutionized perioperative care, forcing more

remote contacts and video or telephone consultations.14

This portends the potential application of remote ePRO

software systems postoperatively, which allows patients to

report symptoms from home and receive immediate advice

on the self-management of mild symptoms and recom-

mendations for contacting general practitioners or the

hospital for severe symptoms.6,15

It is clear that incorporation of ePROs into thoracic

surgery practice is necessary to modernize our approach to

outcomes assessment and improvement. This pandemic has

even further raised the need for our patients to be safely

followed from home, particularly since COVID-19 is a

respiratory virus, leading to concern on how to discriminate

its symptoms from the normal post-lobectomy recovery.

The pandemic has also forced the elderly and other

demographically challenged populations to be more facile

with remote follow-ups, eliminating one barrier to ePRO

use. ePROs may allow us to standardize and streamline a

postoperative process, simultaneously reducing hospital

visits, improving surgical outcomes, and avoiding the

associated COVID-19 infection risk to in-person care.

Efforts should now be focused on the implementation of

routine remote ePRO monitoring as part of the peri-surgi-

cal pathway. One of the main barriers in implementing

ePRO is the clinicians’ knowledge to meaningfully inter-

pret and integrate PRO data into their clinical practice16;

therefore, research such as this from Avery and colleagues

is pivotal for benchmarking and in addressing these issues.

Ultimately, the potential use of ePROs collected for routine

individual monitoring will also help in evaluating and

improving thoracic surgery service quality on a population

level.
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